
Tappy Feet® Tap Step Cards
B E G I N N I N G

Thank you so much for supporting our Tappy Feet® Mission:

To get everyone, everywhere--regardless of age, ability, and number

of left feet--tap dancing in order to connect individuals with music,

rhythm, each other, and their own inner courage and creativity.

 

We created these cards because people learn in many different ways,

and all learning should be fun! Use the cards however you like, but if

you need inspiration, this paper offers some suggestions for how to

use your Tap Step Cards.

For quick
reference,
look for

these cards in
your deck!

• Put on a song and feel the beat. When ready, draw a card and do that

step to the music. Stay on the beat doing just that step. 

 

• When you are ready, randomly draw another card and do that step

for a while. Switch between the two cards trying to stay on the beat. 

 

• Play around with the rhythms on the cards you have. If the card has

more than one suggested rhythm, try doing 8 counts of one rhythm

followed by 8 counts of another. Try altering the rhythm outside of

the suggested rhythms on the card. 

 

• Play with the step: turn it in a circle, move forward or back while

doing the step, cross one leg over the other, etc.

 

• Challenge yourself to dance to the entire song before stopping. Keep

pulling cards for inspiration throughout the song.

Improvisation
Level: All Levels (but you should have familiarity with the cards)

Objective: Combine steps, improve mental flexibility, think on your feet, be creative,

exercise courage
 
Improvisation is a major part of tap culture but is also probably the scariest and most
challenging for new dancers. It requires vulnerability, courage, and a tolerance for messing
up. The cards can provide ideas for steps when you are first learning to improv.

We'd love to hear how you’ve used the Tappy Feet® cards and what your experience was
like. Please visit our website to fill out our Customer Feedback Survey.

Download these instructions and other resources at mytappyfeet.com/resources.
 

mytappyfeet                   @mytappyfeet
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Building Choreography
Level: All Levels (but you should have familiarity with the cards)

Objective: Combine steps, improve mental flexibility, memory and recall skills, exercise creativity,

prepare for auditions

• Randomly pick 2 or 3 cards.
 
• Try putting the steps together.
 
• If what you came up with doesn’t quite work, switch the order of the steps.
 
• If you find something that works, draw more cards from the deck and try adding the
steps onto the beginning/middle/end of what you already have. 
 
• Some people like to start with the steps and find music to fit; other people find a
song and tailor the steps to fit the music. Any way is correct!



How to Use These Cards

3) What your feet are doing: Each box in this row contains a one-sound step that describes
what your feet will do to execute this card. Example: a shuffle is made up of a brush and a

spank. It is therefore necessary to learn the 1-sounds steps first. Even if you know the basics

of tap, our terminology might differ from yours. For advanced tap dancers, a quick review of
one-sounds steps will bring you up to speed.  
 
4) Which foot: Each box in this row tells you which foot to execute the sound on. Example:
both the brush and the spank in the shuffle occur on the same foot (in this case we chose

the right foot, but you can do a shuffle on the left also.)
 
5) Part of the shoe: Example: Both sounds of a shuffle come from the middle of the toe

tap, letter A. See the tap shoe map card for a full explanation.
 
6) Possible counts: Any step can be counted musically in many different ways. These are
merely ideas to help with learning the steps and rhythms, and also to get creative juices
flowing. Count them in whatever way makes most sense to you.
 
7) Repeating a step: If you wanted to repeat the same step multiple times, it's helpful to
know if you'll be starting again on the same foot your originally started on, or if you'll start on
the opposite foot. Example: If you did multiple shuffles in a row, they would all be on the
same foot (in this case, the right foot) - they would NOT alternate feet.

1) Color of the card: indicates how many sounds

the step has. The lighter the color, the more sounds

the step has. The number of columns in the chart

also tells the number of sounds in each step.

Example: A shuffle has two sounds (a brush and

a spank), so the chart has two columns.

 

2) Name of the step: There are many different

names for most tap steps, and these cards do not

claim to present the “official” names. These are the

names we use in our classes. When we couldn’t find

an official name for a step, we made one up.

Building Vocabulary
Level: All Levels

Objective: Build vocabulary & try a new way of learning

 
If you're new to tap, you can learn basic tap vocabulary and teach yourself new steps. Most of
the more advanced steps simply combine the basic one-sound steps in complicated ways.
Learn the one-sound steps first. The more fluent you are with them, the better off you’ll be as
you advance.

• Quiz yourself! Randomly draw cards and try to

execute the step for 8 counts on each foot. Speed up

the tempo as the step gets more comfortable. 

Games
Tap games are the greatest feature of your Tappy Feet® cards. Learning should be fun, and many
people learn best through play and interaction with other people. Here is an examples of a game you
can play with these cards. Check out our website for more ideas!

War

#1#1

#2

#3
#4
#5

#6

#7

Stand in two lines facing the Judge. At any given time, the person who is first in

each line is the “Guesser.”

The Judge draws a Tap Step Card and performs the tap step.

If the Guesser(s) know the tap step, they raise their hand(s). The Judge chooses

the person who raised their hand first.

If this Guesser guesses correctly, they get to keep the card. If neither Guesser

correctly names the tap step, the Judge puts the card back on the bottom of the

deck and the Guessers move to the back of their lines. 
The next two players in line become guessers. The Judge draws a new card.

If both Guessers raise their hand at the same time, this indicates a tie, in which

case both players move on to “War.”  The “War” tie-breaker is played similarly

to the card game called War.

The Judge indicates that there is a hand-raising tie and then counts out loud  “1-

2-3.”On the count of 3, the tied participants shout out the name of the tap step at

the same time.

If one Guesser yells an incorrect answer, the other Guesser wins the card. If both

Guessers yell a correct answer at the same time, the Judge pulls a new card and

performs the step. 
The tied Guessers again raise their hands to name the tap step.  The judge

chooses the player whose hand is raised first to guess the tap step.  If they guess

correctly, they win both the first and the second card that were played during the

war.

In the event of another hand-raising tie during which both correctly guess the tap

step on the count of 3, the process of guessing steps continues until a winner is

determined. The winner gets to keep all the cards that were played throughout

the process of the war.

When the players have determined the game has ended, players will count their

cards. The player with the most cards is the winner. 

Players: 3+

Players should choose a judge. This person must know all of the tap steps that are being

played during this game, and will decide whether or not a person’s guess is close enough

to the answer to be considered correct. 

 

Level: All Levels (this game works best if the players are around the same tap level)

 

Objective: To build tap dance vocabulary, and to win the most cards by naming correct

tap steps and winning wars.


